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The anomalous transmission properties of zero-permittivity ultranarrow channels are used to boost Kerr
nonlinearities and achieve switching and bistable response for moderate optical intensities. Strong field
enhancement, uniform all along the channel, is a typical feature of ε-near-zero supercoupling and is shown
to be particularly suited to enhance nonlinear effects. This is obtained by designing narrow apertures at cutoff
in a plasmonic screen. We show that this nonlinear mechanism can significantly outperform nonlinearities in
traditional Fabry-Pérot resonant gratings.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has been recently devoted to artificial
media with anomalous values of effective permittivity and
permeability. Extreme constitutive parameters,1 very low2–5
or very high7,8 compared to those available in nature, are
especially attractive for a variety of applications, including
subwavelength imaging,9 radiation patterning,2,5 and optical
nanocircuits.10,11 Zero-permittivity (ENZ) metamaterials have
raised special interest due to their anomalous quasistatic
response that provides “infinite” phase velocity of propagation,
and to their arguably simple realization.12 One of the most dra-
matic effects of ENZ materials is obtained when they are used
to fill an ultranarrow channel: perfectly matched transmission
has been theoretically predicted at the discontinuity between
a much larger waveguide and such ENZ channels,3,4 and these
concepts have been experimentally verified at microwaves.6,13
The associated large field enhancement, uniform all along the
channel due to the ENZ quasistatic response, is peculiarly
independent of its length and shape and it has been proposed
for exciting concepts in light concentration and harvesting,14
sensors,15 and boosting molecular emission.16
These same peculiar transmission properties, with uni-
formly large electric field enhancement, are particularly
attractive when distributed nonlinearities are present all along
the channel. Optical nonlinear effects are naturally weak and
very large intensities are usually required to achieve nonlinear
operations, such as switching and bistabilities. In addition,
phase matching is an issue when exciting electrically large
nonlinear samples to achieve stronger responses. Resonances
may be used to locally enhance nonlinear effects,17 but they
are usually limited in their spatial extent. We propose here
an interesting concept to exploit the uniform and constant-
phase field enhancement along ENZ channels to boost optical
nonlinearities. In this context, we have recently considered
a microwave experiment to realize tunable supercoupling
transmission using a single nonlinear varactor placed inside the
ENZ channel.18 In addition, nonlinear ENZ operation has been
recently explored in a theoretical scenario in which optical
nonlinearities are assumed in an ideal plasmonic slab with
near-zero permittivity (without field enhancement).19,20 Here
we translate the ENZ concepts, limited in previous papers to
closed waveguides,14–16 to a three-dimensional metamaterial
slab operating in free space, suggesting a route to realize
ENZ metamaterials with enhanced nonlinear effects. Our
geometry is tailored to support and drastically boost nonlinear
effects, outperforming conventional resonant mechanisms for
nonlinear operation. When loaded with Kerr nonlinearities,
we show a metamaterial slab with bistable and self-tunable
response achieved with relatively low threshold intensities,
significantly lower than similar effects based on Fabry-Pérot
(FP) resonances. This may lead to strong bistability and to
the realization of self-tunable slow-light devices, low-intensity
optical memories, switches, and tunable sensors.
II. GEOMETRY OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the plasmonic grating in Fig. 1, composed of nar-
row periodic rectangular slits of width w, height t  w, length
l, and periods a, b  t , carved in a silver screen with relative
Drude permittivity dispersion εAg = ε∞ − f 2p /[f (f + iγ )],
fp = 2175 THz, γ = 4.35 THz, and ε∞ = 5.21 The slits are
loaded with a standard nonlinear Kerr material, with relative
permittivity εch = εL + χ (3)|Ech|2, εL = 2.2, χ (3) = 4.4 ×
10−20 m2/V2, typical values for nonlinear optical materials,22
and |Ech| is the magnitude of the local electric field in the
channel. Since the slits occupy a small area of the grating
surface, impinging incident waves are mostly reflected at
the first interface, and extraordinary optical transmission
(EOT) resonances typically occur for Fabry-Pérot or grating
resonances.23,24 By filling similar slits or gratings with nonlin-
ear materials, optical bistability around the EOT resonances
has been theoretically predicted in.25 Here, we aim at operating
in an alternative resonant transmission regime, based on ENZ
supercoupling transmission within each rectangular slit, for
which uniform field enhancement all along the channel may
significantly enhance the nonlinear operation. Similar to the
supercoupling effect in closed waveguides,14 we tailor each slit
width to operate exactly at the cutoff of its dominant quasi-TE10
mode, i.e., at the frequency for which its guided wave number
β has a near-zero real part and minimum imaginary part,
assuming an eiβz propagation factor inside each slit. This
ensures that (a) the guided wavelength in each slit is effectively
infinite and (b) the corresponding characteristic impedance
is also very large, compensating the impedance mismatch at
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Nonlinear ENZ metamaterial slab obtained
by carving narrow rectangular apertures loaded with nonlinear optical
materials in a silver screen. The device is illuminated at normal
incidence by a plane wave.
the transition between each narrow slit and free space. These
properties result in an anomalous matching phenomenon that
produces total transmission, large field enhancement in the slits
and uniform phase, a combination of properties extremely well
suited to boosting optical nonlinearities. Note that similar find-
ings were demonstrated in the past for a thin slab patterned with
a single rectangular hole26,27 and for complicated slit designs
patterned again on a thin slab at microwave frequencies,28,29
where in both cases nonlinearities were not included.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The cutoff condition for a rectangular plasmonic waveg-
uide may be obtained for Re[εAg]  −1 by requiring that
the guided wavelength 2π/βpp (where βpp is the guided wave
number) in the associated parallel-plate plasmonic waveguide
with the same height t as the slit, but infinite width,30 is twice
the effective slit width
βpp
k0
√
εch
= π
βppw + 2√εch/
√
Re[−εAg]
, (1)
where k0 is the free-space wave number. Equation (1) takes
into account the modal dispersion in a plasmonic channel and
tends to the classic cutoff condition w = π/(k0√εch) when
βpp = k0√εch, for εAg → −∞ (perfectly conducting slits). In
general, when Eq. (1) is satisfied, each plasmonic slit is at
cutoff and its dominant quasi-TE10 mode “feels” an effective
near-zero permittivity.
Applying a transmission-line model to describe the wave
interaction with the grating, inspired by the approach used
in31 for a different scattering problem, we may describe each
aperture as a two-dimensional slit with effective permittivity
εeff =
β2pp
k20
− π
2εch
(βppw + 2√εch/
√
Re[−εAg])2
. (2)
The effect of nonlinearity is implicit in Eq. (2), as both
βpp and εch depend on χ (3)|Ech|2. In particular, in the limit
εAg → −∞, we may explicitly write
εeff = εL − π
2
k20w
2
+ b
2a2
w2t2
χ (3)|Ein|2, (3)
where Ein is the electric field impinging on the screen, where
we have used power conservation at the discontinuities in
the E and H planes of the slit to evaluate the enhancement
factor Ech = (ba)Ein/(tw). Equation (3) ensures that the slits
act as if filled with an effective ENZ metamaterial with
drastically enhanced Kerr coefficient b
2a2
w2t2
χ (3). Due to the
infinite phase velocity near the ENZ operation, we can safely
neglect the magnitude and phase variation of Ech along z,
and assume a homogeneous filling material with ENZ and
enhanced nonlinear properties. These concepts may be used to
verify in a practical scenario the anomalous bistability features
of ideal nonlinear ENZ slabs predicted in Ref. 20. Here, we
propose to use them in an even more intriguing scenario, in
which the nonlinear effects are drastically boosted by the large
geometrical mismatch between free space and the narrow slits,
leading to enhanced bistability features for optical memories
and switches, as we discuss in the following.
A. Linear operation
We consider first the linear operation of the grating,
for χ (3)|Ech|2  0. We choose the design parameters w =
200 nm and t = 40 nm to achieve the cutoff condition (1)
and linear ENZ operation around the free-space wavelength
λ0 = 1 μm. We have indeed verified that the grating supports
a transmission peak around this frequency, independent of the
choice of l or of the periods a, b. For longer wavelengths,
the slits operate below cutoff and the impinging waves are
almost totally reflected, whereas for shorter wavelengths the
usual FP transmission peaks are obtained, under the condition
β = Nπ/l, with N being an integer, as a function of the
channel length. Quite distinctly, at the cutoff condition (1)
the EOT is obtained based on a matching mechanism at the
entrance and exit face of the grating, which has nothing to do
with cavity or grating resonances within the channel length or
periods, consistent with the concept introduced in Ref. 4 for
closed waveguides, but extended here to a three-dimensional
metamaterial slab in free space. As expected, the grating
period does not affect the ENZ operation, but it affects the
field enhancement factor, which is proportional to the ratio
(ab)/(tw) in Eq. (3), and its bandwidth of operation. We
choose in the following l = 500, a = 400, and b = 400 nm,
obtaining for the linear operation, the transmission curves in
Fig. 2 [red (gray) lines, same curve in each panel]. As expected,
an ENZ transmission peak is obtained at λ0 = 1017 nm, and
a second peak is obtained at λ0 = 932 nm, at the first FP
resonance of the slits. The peak transmission is slightly lower
for the ENZ resonance, despite the plasmonic properties of
silver being more absorptive at shorter wavelengths. This is
because the field distribution along the channel is uniform at
the ENZ operation, making the wall material (Ag) absorption
more effective. In an even stronger way, we expect the
nonlinear properties of the Kerr material to be boosted by
the anomalous ENZ transmission features. We show in Fig. 3
the field enhancement distribution inside each slit at these two
distinct resonances, as computed with full-wave simulations
in the linear regime,32 normalized to the impinging signal.
The three-dimensional normalized distribution inside the slits
is also shown in the insets. Despite the level of transmission
being similar at the two resonances, the field distribution is
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Transmission coefficient vs wavelength
for linear and nonlinear operation at three different input intensi-
ties: (a) Iin = 1200 MW/cm2, (b) Iin = 1500 MW/cm2, (c) Iin =
2400 MW/cm2. The unstable branches of the bistable curves are
shown with dashed lines.
drastically different: uniform and strong field confinement is
obtained at the ENZ frequency all over the channel length,
as predicted, whereas a typical standing wave distribution
is obtained at the FP resonance, with a sharp minimum
at the channel center. It is evident that this uniform and
phase-constant enhancement is particularly suited to boosting
nonlinear and bistable responses once the material nonlinearity
in the channel is considered. It is also noted that the average
field enhancement is consistent with the approximate value
ab/(tw)  20 in Eq. (3), somewhat smaller in the ENZ
operation due to the moderately larger absorption.
B. Nonlinear operation
Now we consider the presence of the Kerr effect in
the channel. In Fig. 4, we show the variation of nonlinear
permittivity versus the impinging intensity at two typical
wavelengths of interest, slightly above the two resonant
wavelengths for linear operation, in order to obtain bistable
response. For a fair comparison, we have selected the two
wavelengths to be 2.8% longer than the corresponding ENZ
FIG. 3. (Color online) Electric field enhancement distribution
along the channel operating at the ENZ operation and at the first
FP resonance. The channel is shown with a light yellow (gray)
shaded region. The 3D normalized field distributions are shown in the
insets.
and FP resonant wavelengths for linear operation considered
in Fig. 3. Bistable permittivity dispersion is observed at both
wavelengths, but, as predicted, the ENZ resonance supports
much stronger hysteresis compared with a usual FP resonance
for the same level of nonlinearity and a lower triggering
intensity, directly related to the uniformity of the field enhance-
ment in the ENZ operation. It is particularly encouraging to
apply these concepts to bistable and self-tunable plasmonic
devices.
In this regard, we have considered in Fig. 2 the nonlinear
transmission versus wavelength for three different input inten-
sities: (a) Iin = 1200 MW/cm2, (b) Iin = 1500 MW/cm2, and
(c) Iin = 2400 MW/cm2. In each panel we also show the linear
operation [very low intensity, red (gray) line] to compare the
nonlinearity effect. Despite a lower level of transmission peak,
the ENZ performance has consistently larger hysteresis and
lower triggering intensity value for bistability operation com-
pared to those at the FP resonance. In particular, in Fig. 2(a)
the optical intensity is too low (Iin = 1200 MW/cm2) for the
FP resonance to show any bistable effect, whereas the ENZ
FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation of relative nonlinear permittivity
with the impinging light intensity for ENZ and FP operation. The
unstable branches are shown with dashed lines.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Field transmission as a function of the
input intensity for ENZ and FP transmission. The unstable branches
are also shown with dashed lines.
channel already shows a clear bistable operation due to
the stronger and uniform average fields in the channel.
At a triggering intensity Iin = 1500 MW/cm2 [Fig 2(b)],
bistable effects start to appear in the FP operation, whereas
the ENZ channel offers much broader hysteresis. Similar
differences are seen also in Fig. 2(c), for a higher input
intensity Iin = 2400 MW/cm2. By comparing Figs. 2(a) and
2(c), it is evident that the ENZ operation may achieve
a similar bistability response with half the required in-
tensity, a significant achievement to boost optical nonlin-
earities. We conclude that the ENZ channel may provide
memory and switching effects at lower intensities than
typical localized resonant effects, due to its uniform field
distribution.
Similarly, Fig. 5 considers the all-optical switching prop-
erties of the grating and operating, respectively, at the
ENZ and FP resonance. In particular, we show the vari-
ation of transmission versus impinging intensity for two
specific wavelengths, chosen approximately at the center
of the optical bistability regions of Fig. 2(c). We also show
the unstable branches as dashed lines. The hysteresis loop
of the ENZ channel is much broader, not only in terms of
optical intensities, but also in terms of maximum and minimum
transmission values, compared with FP transmission. This
emphasizes that the ENZ boosting of optical nonlinearities
may be used for efficient, ultrathin all-optical switches, as well
as for memories. For instance, based on the results of Fig. 5, it is
obvious that the transmission through the ENZ grating [black
(dark gray) line in Fig. 5] remains almost constant around
0.15 (lower branch of the hysteresis curve) with increasing
intensity. This can be considered the OFF operation, when an
appropriate transmission threshold is defined. When the input
intensity reaches higher values than Iin= 3000 MW/cm2, the
transmission performance switches to the upper branch of
the hysteresis curve, around 0.55. Then, when the optical
intensity starts to decrease, the transmission takes constant
high average values around 0.6. This may be considered the
ON mode of the proposed all-optical switch. Again, when the
input intensity drops below Iin = 1500 MW/cm2, the device
goes back to OFF operation and the plasmonic switch is
closed.
We envision the integration of this metamaterial design with
plasmonic devices to realize all-optical integrated systems. The
ultralow profile of the grating and its conformability may be
integrated using lithographic techniques within optical source
designs and in more complex photonic systems. Nonlinear
materials are not required to be included only inside the slits,
more practically they may also cover the screen and be used as
a substrate without affecting the predicted operation of the de-
vice, since the field is enhanced only inside the slits. Note that
the proposed metamaterial slab can be built using advanced
nanofabrication tools, such as nanoskiving,33 a particularly
suitable method to produce arrays of nanostructures. Finally,
it is important to stress that the thickness of the plasmonic slab
can be chosen smaller than the proposed l = 500 nm without
affecting the nature of the ENZ resonance and its position at
the frequency spectrum.14 In this case, only the FP resonance
will move to lower wavelengths, and both resonances (ENZ
and FP) will have increased bandwidth and transmission due
to the decreased total absorption of the plasmonic waveguide.
As a result, the concept of boosted nonlinearity at the ENZ
resonance will be still dominant, stressing more the flexibility
and efficiency of our proposed design.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have shown here an interesting meta-
material concept based on plasmonic gratings loaded with
nonlinear optical materials to realize an effective ENZ meta-
material in the visible range with large nonlinear properties.
We have shown that strong and uniform field enhancement
may be achieved inside the nonlinear ENZ slits, which can
efficiently boost nonlinear effects compared with conventional
resonances.25 Our ENZ mechanism ensures large hysteresis
responses, achievable with relatively low impinging inten-
sities. This property may pave the way to future nonlinear
plasmonic devices integrated in all-optical systems, such as
self-tunable optical sensing structures, switches, optical mem-
ories, and advanced plasmonic nanocircuits. Similar concepts
may also be applied to harmonic generators and parametric
amplifiers, for which the uniform phase within the channel
may be particularly interesting. We stress that the specific
plasmonic design proposed in this article is not necessarily the
optimal geometry for exploiting the ENZ properties of narrow
plasmonic channels at cutoff to enhance nonlinear operation,
but it is chosen to provide direct comparison between ENZ
and FP or EOT operation and to highlight an alternative
physical mechanism to boost optical nonlinearities, based on
realistic ENZ metamaterial effects. In this context, it is relevant
to mention that the efficiency of nonlinear operation for
bistability and switching operation is often associated with the
Q factor of the corresponding resonances, and it is commonly
believed that lower triggering intensities are associated with
higher resonance Q factors.34,35 In the example considered
here, however, ENZ and FP resonances have comparable
bandwidths, and the ENZ operation is even more largely
affected by absorption compared to the FP resonance, lowering
its overall Q factor. Our results show that another relevant
factor plays a role in boosting the nonlinear properties of
optical materials, provided by the uniform field enhancement
typical of ENZ tunneling effects. To summarize, we have also
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demonstrated that low trigger intensities combined with low
Q-factor ENZ resonances can achieve broad hysteresis effects,
a concept of great potential practical and theoretical interest
to the recently introduced field of nonlinear plasmonics.
Improved and optimized designs may provide even stronger
robustness to losses and larger transmission, as will be explored
in future works.
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